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Future of Mobile Networks and Cloud Computing

The future of
networking and cloud

The impact of communications and cloud-based
services on everyday life is accelerating rapidly. Recent
events have made this clear: we’ve seen years of
digital transformation in mere months. Consider that
by 2025 the size of the global datasphere will reach
181 zettabytes, up from 79 zettabytes in 2021,1 and
there will be more than 50 billion connected devices
by 2030, more than double the number today.2 In
order to support the massive scale, they will need
cloud-scale technologies and a partnership with
hyperscalers. The ability of operators and hyperscalers
to partner will largely be governed by the simplicity,
security, and resilience of the mobile-to-cloud
experience and is thus deeply important to both the
operator and the cloud provider.
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Evolution of hyperscaler–operator
partnerships
Operators have realized that sustainable growth
requires them to diversify revenue streams, increase
value by offering innovative new services, and
continue to optimize costs through pervasive,
data-driven automation. Today’s born-in-thecloud companies utilize cloud-native services
provided by hyperscalers, like Microsoft Azure.
Hyperscaler services offer significant benefits, such
as instantaneous global reach, increased service
and feature velocity, data monetization, responsible
artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML),
and CapEx to OpEx transformation.
Enterprise workloads are complex and mission-critical,
with demanding needs such as high throughput, low
latency, compliance, and regulatory requirements for
self-sufficiency, availability, and data sovereignty. At
Microsoft, we aim to deliver significant value to our
customers across these workloads. To do so requires
a hybrid architecture to facilitate ideal workload
and service distribution across operators’ premises
(primary data centers, near edge, and far edge), public
cloud, and enterprise premises.
We understand that operators exist in highly
competitive environments, where network demand
rises dramatically while market pressure erodes
average revenue per user (ARPU). As a result,
Microsoft engaged operators around the world in
efforts to digitally transform their back-office—driving
the costs out of IT infrastructure, using business
intelligence tools to support digital channels and
more personalized services, and leveraging the power
of AI/ML to optimize business processes and gain
better customer insights. Naturally, these efforts drove
design efforts to simplify the underlying network—
treating infrastructure as software—because the

ability to reduce the complexity of network services
through programmability and automation provides
a significant opportunity to reduce back-office
challenges and cost.
As the world increasingly relies on a mobileconnected, always-on service experience, several
exciting opportunities promise to unlock additional
network value. These can be as simple as creating
better customer experiences by bundling new forms
of content such as metaverse with mixed or virtual
reality or business-critical software such as Microsoft
365 with a high-quality network. At the same time,
networks can be as complex as leveraging the power
of edge computing and exposing network slices via
application programming interfaces (APIs) to unleash
the industrial internet of things (IIoT) at scale. All of
these opportunities represent new ways to monetize
the capabilities created by a programmable network.
Most operators have recognized that digital
transformation is a journey. As a result, they have
been looking to adopt future-proof architectures
capable of evolving with their business. With the
advent of software-defined networks (SDN), network
function virtualization (NFV), and 5G’s service-based
architecture, carriers increasingly adopt cloud-native
technologies directly into their network. At Microsoft,
we are working with carriers to augment network
functions with AI/ML capabilities. Together we aim to
better secure and optimize networks and implement
complex automation to reduce provisioning intervals
and eliminate outages. This is part of our commitment
to enabling operators to reduce operational
complexity, scale to meet explosive demand, and
improve end-to-end customer experiences.
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The cloud’s impact on operators
As we work with operators to harness the power
of the cloud in support of core network functions,
we notice several changes in their approach to
product development, infrastructure deployment,
and organizational capabilities. We are working with
operator partners to help evolve their service mix to
capture more software value in these areas.
Product development
To respond to the evolving network market and the
need to quickly adapt to customer needs, operators
are implementing agile product development
methodology and adopting a fail-fast mentality. In
most cases, operators partner with hyperscaler cloud
providers, such as Microsoft Azure, who are experts in
agile and associated technology platforms. Through
such partnerships, thegoal is to expose network
functionality via application programming interfaces
(APIs) and create services that offer end-to-end SLAs
for performance and reliability from the network to the
cloud.
The adoption of cloud-native infrastructure is also
driving organizational transformation. As discussed
above, many operators are shifting toward lean and
agile product development methodologies and away
from the more traditional waterfall delivery approaches
when leveraging the power of software and cloudnative infrastructure. This transformation means that
services are now delivered through multiple monthly
software releases via a DevOps pipeline rather than
more conventional biannual or annual software release
cadences. As such, operators realize the need for new
skills, processes, and approaches to delivering services
effectively in this manner.

“The adoption of cloudnative infrastructure is
driving organizational
transformation.”
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Specializing and outsourcing
In working with our operator partners, we know
many are challenged to scale services to keep pace
with growing consumer demand for broadband and
the rapid rise in IoT enterprise use cases. Simply
put, instead of focusing all available resources on
managing their end-to-end service offerings, they are
instead being forced to test, deploy, and integrate
individual infrastructure components.
CapEx to OpEx
Furthermore, operators see advantages in consuming
elastic capacity with services used in a plug-and-play
fashion to reduce CapEx and OpEx costs. To support
one-to-one personalization of consumer services and
billions of IoT devices to enterprise platforms requires
the ability to scale rapidly on demand. Softwarebased services provide operators with the scalability
and productivity improvements they require through
the combination of automation and orchestration
capabilities.

change in approach provides significant advantages
over the current reactionary practice of acting on
faults, security incidents, and delivery optimization
opportunities through prescriptive fault detection and
closed-loop automation.

“Software-based services
provide operators the
scalability and productivity
improvements they require
through the combination
of automation and
orchestration capabilities.”

Finally, engineering and design approaches are
changing as well. We see the shift towards more
predictive problem detection and resolution methods
that incorporate big data correlation techniques. The

Objectives

Benefits

Digital transformation via modern
technology

Remain competitive and relevant by maximizing the potential of powerful
new technologies such as public/hybrid cloud, AI/ML, and cloud-native
design

Increase flexibility
Boost service velocity
Boost rate of innovation
Optimize OpEx
Reduce CapEx

Reduce innovation costs

Run workloads where they belong, deployed and scaled on demand, built
with best-fit infrastructure, PaaS and SaaS
Rapid rollout, modification, and sunsetting of services
Attract developers and creators to unlock new business opportunities by
addressing the needs of multiple market segments and their customers
Automate everything, adopt DevOps to streamline releases, homogenize
hybrid infrastructure and its management
Right-size on-premises investments, liberate capital and allocate it to core
business projects, minimize upfront spending on excess capacity to handle
infrequent DR events or traffic spikes, adopt on-demand cloud-hosted labs,
and eliminate hardware and software retirement headaches
DevOps enabled self-service dev environments, 'try-before-buy' a vast array
of software services available instantly via Azure and its Marketplace

Table 1: Cloud objectives and associated benefits
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Partnerships with operators
While operators and Microsoft have enjoyed great
success with business-to-business go-to-market
bundles, a stronger partnership on the network side
will allow more innovative services to be deployed. As
we begin to deepen our partnership with operators,
we want to be clear that our aim in collaborating with
our operator partners is to provide services in support
of their work. We are not interested in competing
with our operator partners. For example, in our
partnership with operators, they retain ownership of
their customers, brand, ideation, and experience and
use Microsoft technology to support service delivery.
We meet operators where they are––on-premises,
at the edge, and in the cloud. We recognize that
operators are not starting in a greenfield situation,
and we will work closely with an operator’s entire
ecosystem––providers of RAN, core, CNFs, and OSS/
BSS––to integrate and innovate. Lastly, this is a
journey—and we will act as a trusted partner to help
operators transform at a pace that makes sense for
their business.

Azure for Operators
Azure for Operators Principles

As we embark on our hyperscaler partnership
journey with operators, we want to be clear in our
intent. First and foremost, Microsoft is a platform
company committed to delivering the carrier-grade
cloud that operators require to reduce costs, grow
revenue, and future-proof the network. You can see
our commitment to this objective in our acquisitions
of Metaswitch Networks, Affirmed Networks, and
AT&T’s Network Cloud demonstrate our commitment
by adding anchor applications and telco know-how
to build the features that are required for a carriergrade hybrid cloud. We intend to make these features
available to the entire partner ecosystem, bringing an
open, interoperable network that offers support to all
operators.

Azure for Operators

Microsoft solution
Partner solution

Your customer, your service, powered by our technology
Edge Monetization
OSS/BSS

Network Exposure APIs

Edge Applications

RT-Service Management

Public and Private MEC

RT-Service Assurance

Orchestration and
AI Operations

Azure (NFM/SM)
Orchestration

Azure Network Analytics

Resource/Service
Orchestrator

Network Functions

Azure Operator Core

Azure SBC, IMS, Voice Core

Partner VNF/CNF

Azure Hybrid Cloud

GitHub
CI-CD-CT
DevOps

Azure Control Pane

Public Azure Region(s)

Security

Frictionless Modern
Delivery

AODS On-premises
COTS Near/Far Edge Hardware

Common Data Fabric

Figure 1: Azure of Operators
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Operator control points
As we partner with operators to deploy cloud services,
different deployment models may be needed for
individual operators, and there are critical points that
operators must continue to own to be successful.
Azure for Operators is designed to support these
deployment options and control points.
There are specific operator control points that are
critical to operators’ ability to attract and service
customers, stay on top of security and performance,
and monetize their network.
Network policy
Network core functions such as the mobile
packet core, IMS, voice interconnect, and unified
communications servers are the engines of service
delivery and network monetization. Microsoft’s
solution provides operators with complete control
over the fine-grained configuration of these network
functions.
Network slicing
A primary monetization opportunity, Microsoft
recognizes the need for operators to participate in the
value created by this technology.
Network APIs
Network operators increasingly view their networks as
platforms on which new applications can be built by
third parties. Microsoft is working closely with global
operators and the CAMARA alliance to ensure intentbased exposure of functions through a common
industry specification.
Peering
Microsoft supports the preservation of all existing
arrangements for peering while creating attractive
new options for network interconnection that leverage
Microsoft’s global network.
Telco edge cloud
As operators embed edge compute capabilities into
the network, Microsoft enables appropriate policy
mechanisms to provide control of which category of
network workloads can be processed in the operator
network.
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The Azure solution

Microsoft Azure provides differentiated solutions
for each category. A summary of our solution
components is shown in Table 2 below.

Solution components

Brief description

Operator benefits

Azure Operator Distributed
Services (AODS)

Hybrid cloud platform for mobile core,
RAN, and OSS/BSS

Lowest TCO with cloud economics
offered as a service

Cloud-based software delivery
(DevOps and CI/CD)

Common observability platform from
NFVI and network functions

Single pane of glass and reduced
time to repair

Continuous identification of
improvements and continuous delivery
of software upgrades

Cloud efficiencies and lower cost of
operations

Program to certify network functions

Interoperability and rich interactions
with network functions vendors

APIs to integrate both brownfield and
greenfield networks

Seamless introduction of hyperscale
cloud technology into operator
environments

Unified observability

Ecosystem of network
functions

APIs to integrate OSS/BSS
systems

AI/ML and analytics framework AI/ML-infused data management and
analytics framework for prescriptive
analytics
Universal governance,
compliance, identify, and
security

Common management, policy, and
security for workloads on-premises and
on public regions

Enables closed loop, self-healing,
nonstop networks
Unified experience for workload
management and ability to adopt
cloud at operators own pace

Table 2: RFI solution components

Azure Operator Distributed Services
(AODS)
On-premises enterprise clouds are expected to
remain essential to telcos and other industries for
the foreseeable future. As such, utilizing hybrid cloud
architecture will also be critically important.
Microsoft has acknowledged this from the inception
of Azure and canonized it in our mantra, ‘meet
the customer where they are.’ To this end, we have
invested heavily in our on-premises offerings, such
as Azure Stack HCI, targeted at large enterprise data
centers and edge use cases.
As part of our strategy to create the best hybrid cloud
platform tailored for operators, we acquired AT&T’s
Network Cloud engineering unit and Intellectual
Property. Network Cloud presented Microsoft with
a unique opportunity to acquire both the team and
the technology proven to be able to support the
needs of a large tier-one operator. Microsoft has

integrated the Network Cloud technology into the
AODS platform, along with network fabric automation
and native Microsoft Azure capabilities such as
advanced analytics, zero trust security frameworks,
modern DevOps tooling, and cloud-based lifecycle
management. The result is a Microsoft carriergrade hybrid cloud platform capable of meeting the
unique needs of complex network functions at tier
one operator scale, supported by an engineering
organization deeply familiar with carrier environments.

“On-premises enterprise
clouds are expected to
remain essential to telcos
and other industries for the
foreseeable future.”
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Our vision of an operator-focused hybrid cloud is built
on the following tenets:
1.

A multi-domain hybrid platform for all telco
workloads such as packet core, voice core, vRAN,
etc.

2.

Open, interoperable, and inclusive platform
ecosystem

3.

Prescriptive carrier-grade hardware available from
multiple trusted 3rd party OEMs

4.

Azure certified VNFs and CNFs from a broad
range of vendors

5.

Highly automated zero-touch infrastructure setup,
configuration, and monitoring

6.

Deeply integrated AI/ML capabilities to drive
situations such as closed-loop automation

7.

Hyperscale and lowered TCO and OpEx, driven by
cloud-scale and cloud economics

Figure 2 below showcases our vision of how Azure
hybrid cloud’s combined assets will come together in
the form of AODS.

Azure

3P NF Mgrs, NFVO
& OSS/BSS systems

Real Time Service Orchestration

Lifecycle
Management/
Observability
of NFs & Cloud
Robust, Mature
Azure PaaS
Services

Real Time Service Assurance

Portal, CLI, APIs to NF Managers, Service Orchestrators, OSS, and BSS Systems

Catalog

CI/CD &
DevOps

Resource Management

Security Services Authentication,
Microsoft Defender

Network Function Manager

Management Services Logging,
Monitoring, Alerting

Data Lakes, Data Analytics,
Machine Learning, Artificial
Intelligence

Simplified
management, policy,
and automation
through centralized
cloud management

CNFs

VNFs

Curated PaaS Services

IaaS

Azure
Kubernetes
Service

Azure VM
Service

Network
Functions

CNFs

VNFs

Curated PaaS Services

Bare
Metal
Cloud

Containers

VMs

Azure Kubernetes Service
Mariner Linux OS

Operator Far Edge

Network
Functions

Operator Near Edge

Azure Region/Edge

Azure Integrated Resources
Network
Functions

CNFs
Curated PaaS Services

Bare
Metal
Cloud

Containers
Azure Kubernetes Service

Supports both public
cloud and on-premises
bare metal as a single
platform for all
workloads

Mariner Linux OS

Figure 2: Azure hybrid clouds combined assets as used in AODS
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AODS is designed to meet operator requirements,
such as hosting critical virtualized and containerized
core functions. Many of the significant telco vendors
turn to Microsoft Azure for features often absent from
conventional hybrid clouds, e.g., orchestration of both
containers and VMs. Some of the AODS-supported
telco infrastructure capabilities are listed in Table 3
below.

Scheduling/Compute
Affinity/Anti-affinity for
VMs as well as advanced
physical placement scheduling
of workloads

Networking

Storage

Support load balancing
using ECMP/support for
running BGP over parallel
links

Multiple SR-IOV
configurations (Dual VF,
trunk VF, VF-to-VF switching,
VF w/private VLAN

Ephemeral Storage per
Compute (SSD) provides
predictable and low latency
local storage that scales

Coexistence of SRIOV VM
and CNF workloads on the
same compute; SR-IOV
supports high throughput, low
latency data plane traffic; NFs
can leverage these ports for
DPDK apps

Line rate throughput
of 50Gbps* per host for
platform networks such as
storage; resilient against PF
link or TOR failure (active/
active)

Support for provisioning
storage dynamically for
stateful applications on
demand, high availability
with automatic failover
without disrupting services

CPU pinning for predictable
performance and platform/
workload isolation to avoid
CPU time stealing

RSS multi-queue
enablement for leverage
multiple queues across
multiple cores for throughput

SR-IOV line rate throughput
of 100 Gbps* per host/VNF/
CNF with no degradation on
PF link or TOR failure

Hi-IOPS storage available as
block and file-based storage
classes

Huge page support to
improve performance
(320/1G)

Support for multiple data
paths on a single physical
function (NIC)

SR-IOV high availability with
bonded interfaces across two
PFs NICs for redundancy and
provided to VNFs and clusters
as a single VF port

Storage spans availability
zones and is available
cluster-wide

VM orchestration via ARM/
Kubevirt CRDs and container
orchestration via Arc, NFA,
and Kubernetes

Support a range of VLAN
filters per SR-IOV VF

Support for multiple IPV4
and IPV6 subnets per virtual
network with both static and
DHCP IP assignments

Multiple VM boot options
(boot from Ephemeral, boot
from Ceph, boot from Pure)

Packet broker support
for VLAN/port mirroring
(Supports CALEA)

Network packet broker
support

DSCP bit passthrough for
VNF QoS support

High availability of
persistent storage volumes
allowing controller failure,
disk failure, and hot-swap
replacements

Rack-level availability zones
and specific host targeting
supported

SR-IOV dual NIC support
provides VMs a redundant
path across two PFs and two
TORs

Support SR-IOV switch dev
mode, VF lag, and accelerated
bridge

Block device snapshot
support on storage volumes

Flexible VM sizing (~40 in
NC)

28 vNICS per VM

L2 span supported for
workloads across racks to
support legacy VNF protocols
(e.g., VRRP)

VM storage persistence
across node redeployments
(Node image upgrades)

NUMA alignment of VM
workloads for optimal
performance

Table 3: AODS supported telco infrastructure capabilities
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Network fabric automation service
AODS goes beyond compute and storage to include
a Network Fabric Automation (NFA). The NFA service
enables operators to build, operate and manage
carrier-grade network fabric via a reliable and
distributed cloud services model. The network fabric
elements that help operators deploy, configure,
extend, monitor, and troubleshoot their on-premises
networks include the following:

• Customer edge routers (CE): Interface with the
operator’s network providing ingress and egress
connectivity to the network cloud. These routers
connect to the Provider Edge (PE) routers in the
operator’s data center.

• Terminal server (TS): The TS provides out-of-band
connectivity to network devices from Azure. It also
acts as the Zero Touch Provisioning (ZTP) server to
bootstrap network fabric devices.

• Network packet broker (NPB): NPBs filter mirrored
traffic from select routing domains and forward
them to probes. NPBs receive mirrored packets from
the ToRs in each rack and send out filtered traffic to
the CEs, to be routed to the probes.

• Top of rack switches (ToR): ToRs connect compute
nodes to support intra-rack communication and
connect to CEs for inter-rack connectivity and
connectivity to the operator’s network.

• Management switches: Enable connectivity
towards the management plane for network devices,
servers, and storage management interfaces.
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Figure 3: Network fabrication automation service

The NFA service is designed to perform:
• Bootstrapping and management: NFA initiate the
network fabric start-up procedure and enables it to
load subsequent stage configurations to support
network function use-cases. APIs are exposed in
Azure to allow bootstrapping and configuration of
devices of network fabric in operator premises.
• Tenant network configuration: Operators will use
NFA to create the required network configuration
in the Network Fabric for the tenant container
network functions (CNFs), and virtual network

functions (VNFs) deployed on the compute nodes.
The tenant network configuration enables eastwest communication between network functions
and north-south communication between external
networks and VNFs/CNFs.
• Observability: Operators will access metrics and
logs from network devices in Azure through the
Azure Monitor service.
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In summary, AODS also:
• Enables operators to run all of their workloads (e.g.,
core, RAN, mobile and voice core, OSS, BSS) on a
single carrier-grade hybrid computing platform.
• Based on hardware that is widely deployed
and already powering operator virtualization
infrastructure, which includes computing, storage,
and Software Defined Network Fabric that is
accessible to network functions.
• Employs the industry’s most advanced Linux OS
(Microsoft Mariner), which, when combined with
Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS), offers groundbreaking security for 5G networks allowing the
operator to address all security threats immediately.
• Proven to support 3G, 4G, and 5G NFs from multiple
vendors giving the operators peace of mind in a
robust ecosystem.
• Has integrated and intelligent packet capture and
tracing capabilities to support DPI and operational
and business analytics at scale.
• Represents on-premises infrastructure via Azure
arc for unified hybrid management and allows
operators to employ all Azure services like security,
monitoring, analytics, AI/ML, CI/CD, DevOps, and
many more PaaS services.
• Comes with rich APIs to integrate with 3rd party
OSS systems, orchestrators, and NF managers
seamlessly into operators’ networks and operations.

Ultimately, AODS provides operators with simplified
management, policy, and automation to help
streamline their business. AODS provides a unified
cloud management solution by leveraging Azure
services, Azure Arc management, Azure security, and
Azure PaaS. It also helps operators improve customer
experiences by supporting flexible and scalable
deployments at the edge of the cloud, the edge of
the network, or the enterprise edge. Now, operators
can effectively create new services to monetize their
network while gaining robust network and customer
insights necessary to facilitate proactive decisionmaking, critical action, and the creation of real value.
Azure unified observability
Observability is the ability to determine the internal
states of a system or software by measuring its
outputs in logs, metrics, and traces. Observability
enables monitoring, diagnostics, alerting, and
troubleshooting.
Azure unified observability is a platform to collect
logs, metrics, and traces from NFVI and NFs. It
provides a rich analytical, AI/ML-based toolset to
develop descriptive and prescriptive analytics. The
ultimate goal of our observability architecture is to
securely bring all operator data into a single data
lake where it can be processed to provide a global
network view and harvested for operational and
business insights. We are also committed to fostering
a partner ecosystem to accelerate the availability of
new capabilities for Azure while ensuring operators
own the underlying data. This will allow operators to
harness the power of data with broad analytics tools
such as Azure Data Explorer (ADX) via Azure Data Lake
Storage (ADLS).
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Single pane of glass for monitoring the entire
virtualized network, including the NFVI, core, and
RAN, is now a reality.

Figure 5: Single pane of glass for monitoring

Cloud-based software delivery
AODS embraces a simple deployment and life cycle
management experience for operators.
Deployment of AODS instance on-premises comes
with a continuous integration/continuous deployment
(CI/CD) pipeline for platform software updates. All
Azure software releases follow Safe Deployment
Practices and include standardized tooling for rolling
out new versions of AODS software. Services are rolled
out instance by instance and checked for success
before updates proceed to the next section.
Operators need to tightly control when they want to
deploy updates that may impact their workloads.
They may need to drain traffic and perform other
out-of-band manual tasks before taking an update.
They also need to understand the impact and
duration of each update. AODS allows operators to
programmatically drive their on-premises platform
updates and workload cluster updates on their
schedule so that they may control the impact of

running CNF or VNF workloads.
AODS provides a unified platform runtime version,
including:
1.

Kubernetes version running in the undercloud

2.

AODS software extensions that support virtualized
and hybrid Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)
workloads

3.

Baremetal operating system images and system
firmware

4.

Storage platform version and base configuration

5.

Switch fabric images and base configuration
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Network functions ecosystem

Azure works closely with the third-party ecosystem
and has a formalized program to onboard network
functions for RAN, Packet core, CNFs/VNFs, and OSS
onto Azure and AODS.

Getting NF vendors to adopt the Azure platform is
critical in gaining operator confidence. To this end, we
have created an Azure Network function certification
initiative for the wide variety of NFs that construe
mobile packet core, voice core, RAN, and more. NFs
are tested for deployment, lifecycle management,
and adoption of various Azure PaaS services like
observability and analytics through the certification
process.

Multi-vendor
network functions
NSSF

UPF

UDM

NEF

AMF

SMF

AODS
Network Function
Certification
Deployable on Azure Regions, Edge,
Far Edge, Customer Prem

Azure catalog
for SIs and operators

Lifecycle Management Capable
Plugged into Azure Data Store (PaaS)

Figure 6: Azure CNV/FVN Certification Lab
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Azure AI/ML framework
An operator’s most critical assets are their network
and, increasingly, their network’s data. Telco operators
seek to leverage their network data to innovate new
service offerings, and they can utilize Azure to ingest
and unify data. Once all data is fed to the Azure
Data Lake Storage, Azure’s rich analytics and AI/ML
framework (Figure 7 below) are employed.
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Figure 7: Azure’s AI/ML framework

Azure’s AI/ML framework enables operators to:
• Boost operational efficiency with automatic
decision-making, anomaly detection, fault
prevention, network availability increase,
infrastructure and usage forecast, and incident
resolution time optimization.
• Improve network performance using real-time
insights and AI models to proactively identify
bottlenecks and transition to a self-healing
paradigm with closed-loop control operations.
• Enhance the end-user experience by analyzing
user behaviors to reduce customer complaints,
avoid churn, and provide fine-grained service
customization.

• Use dynamic and smart resource allocation to
optimize costs and adapt infrastructure resources to
customer usage patterns.
• Monitor global KPIs with a single pane of glass
view and avoid siloed solutions from the network
vendors.
• Deploy a scalable, unified, and easy-to-use
analytics platform without giving up ownership of
data or intellectual property.

• Shift the value chain by leveraging a unified
environment where data scientists and telco subject
matter experts can collaborate and share insights.
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Unified governance and compliance
Azure Arc extends Azure management and services
anywhere. AODS is an Arc-enabled infrastructure that
enables operators to:
• Unify visibility, operations, and compliance.
Standardize visibility, operations, and compliance
across a wide range of resources and locations by
extending the Azure control plane. You can easily
organize, govern, and secure OS and Kubernetes
clusters across data centers, edge, and multi-cloud
right from Azure.
• Build Cloud-native apps anywhere, at scale.
Centrally code and deploy applications confidently
to any Kubernetes distribution in any location.
Accelerate development using best-in-class
application services with standardized deployment,
configuration, security, and observability.

“Azure Arc extends Azure
management and services
anywhere.”
• Run Azure services anywhere.
Flexibly use cloud innovation where you need it
by deploying Azure services anywhere. Implement
cloud practices and automation to deploy faster,
consistently, and at scale with always-up-to-date
Azure Arc-enabled services.
• Own and manage their customer data.
Customer data stays on operator premises and
within the operator’s region/country. Azure has
no access to customer call, text, or data sessions.
The Azure platform inside operators’ premises will
support CALEA (Lawful Intercept).

Single control plane with Azure Arc

Azure Arc-enabled infrastructure
Connect and operate hybrid resources as native
Azure resources

Azure
Regions

Azure Arc-enabled services
Deploy and run Azure services outside of Azure
while still operating it from Azure

Operator On-Premises
Near and Far Edge

Figure 8: Azure Arc
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Security
Azure security services, controls, and capabilities
are available to empower operators to address the
multidimensional 5G end-to-end (E2E) attack surfaces.

5GC Control Plane

IoT & 3rd Party Apps

OSS, BSS, MEC Apps

Legend

NSaaS/NPN Services

Inbuilt security controls
Optimizing existing security capabilities

MEC Applications

Billing & Charging

5GC User Plane, CU

Management

5G Edge stack

External security layer

Centralized 5GC

Foundational Trust

Microsoft Trust Center

Secure Development Lifecycle

Microsoft Azure SDL

Cloud Security Framework

Microsoft Azure Cloud Adoption Framework

Certified and Compliant Cloud Platform

Microsoft Defender for Cloud

Zero Trust principle-based network deployment

Microsoft Zero Trust Security Consulting

Cloud deployment best practices

Microsoft Azure Security Consulting

Risk Advisory

Microsoft Risk Advisory Consulting

Threat modelling and gap assessment

Microsoft Gap Assessment Consulting

Information Protection

Microsoft Information Protection Consulting

Security operations and Threat Protection

Microsoft SecOps and Threat Protection Consulting

End to End Monitoring, Risk, and Compliancy

Microsoft Defender for Cloud - Security center

Application and Workload Protection

Microsoft Defender for Cloud - Container security

IPsec, NGFW, and DDoS protection Layer

Microsoft Defender for Cloud and Partners

API Protection, Granular Access Layer, Identity and Access, Anti-Malware

Microsoft Defender for Cloud -WAF, AD, MFA

IoT device and ecosystem Security

Microsoft Defender for IoT and Partners

Multi-cloud Security Posture

Microsoft Defender for Cloud - Azure Arc

Figure 9: Azure security services

With one of the world’s largest customer install
bases, Microsoft benefits from a breadth and depth
of information signals that very few organizations
can match, which is paramount for effective security
services. The range of signals and the ability to
transmit them across all our platforms enables all our
security services to develop and leverage extensive
information on the cyber threat landscape. Microsoft
is a pioneer in machine learning and artificial
intelligence, and our industry-leading capabilities
enhance our security services. Together, our strength
of signals, the ability to integrate across all our
platforms, and improve our security services with our
computer and data science expertise truly position
Microsoft to become a leading organization in
cybersecurity.

We operate 200-plus global cloud, consumer, and
commercial services—everything from Xbox Live
to outlook.com to Office 365 to Azure and more.
Enterprise security from Microsoft is utilized by 90%
of the Fortune 500; it is not just technology. We see
450 billion monthly authentications and 750 millionplus Azure user accounts; Bing scans about 18 billion
web pages every month. We have over 3,500 fulltime security staff, so operators can rely on Azure to
provide the security their workloads demand.
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5G deployment on
Azure

Operator adoption of the public cloud is a journey
that has just begun. With our comprehensive
hybrid strategy, Microsoft is committed to meeting
operators “where they are” at each stage. Today we
provide a cohesive set of cloud platforms with unified
management for running workloads on Azure Regions
or on-premises in near-edge and far-edge locations.
Figure 10 below is a forward-looking vision of how
operators can eventually adopt a hybrid cloud and
run 5G control plane workloads on Azure Regions
and 5G user plane and vRAN on-premises on AODS
on-premises infrastructure. These options ensure
operators have a unified management and policy
interface regardless of where their workloads are run.
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Figure 10: Deployment options for operator 5G control plane workloads
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Conclusion

Microsoft Azure helps operators to modernize
networks by running communication workloads on
our AI-enabled, carrier-grade, hybrid cloud computing
platform. AODS is a future-proof flexible infrastructure
that drives simplicity, scale, and cost efficiencies.
Together, Azure and AODS comprise our “hybrid cloud
platform,” and it is built from the ground up to run
workloads with the resiliency, security, observability,
and performance that operators need.
By eliminating the need for operators to construct
and maintain private cloud infrastructures, the
Azure hybrid cloud platform dramatically simplifies
the provisioning of new network services. This is
accomplished by orchestrating and optimizing the
deployment of network functions and applications
on the enterprise premises, the operator edge, or the
public cloud. The result is a highly automated, selfoptimizing software-defined network that can heal,
defend, and provision itself.

At Microsoft, we believe our partners are critical to
our goal of delivering world-class cloud services. By
connecting our customers via their networks and
managed services to our platform, we enable them to
harness the power of the cloud to drive down costs
and open new monetization opportunities.
We also believe we must partner effectively with other
members of the operator application ecosystem–the
network equipment suppliers, the OSS/BSS providers,
and the ISV community. Further, we are constantly
looking to improve our platform via collaboration with
the best partners in the industry. We would appreciate
collaborating even closer together with operator
partners to hear their feedback and develop our
platform in our common interest.
And most importantly, we recognize that the
transition to cloud-based technologies is a journey
that will take place over time, driven by the needs of
your business and technology.
We look forward to being a trusted partner on this
journey with you.
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Legend of abbreviations
3G		
4G		
5G		
ADLS		
ADX		
AI/ML 		
AKS 		
AODS 		
API		
ARPU		
BSS		
CapEx		
CE		
CI/CD		
CNF		
DevOps
E2E		
HCI		
IIoT		
IMS		
IoT 		
IT		
KPI		
NC		
NF		
NFA		
NFVi		
NPB		
OpEx		
OS		
OSS		
PaaS		
RAN 		
RFI		
SDN		
SI		
SLA		
SQL		
ToR		
TS		
UPF		
VNF		
vRAN		

Third Generation of wireless mobile telecommunications technology
Fourth Generation of broadband cellular network technology
Fifth Generation of cellular technology
Azure Data Lake Storage
Azure Data Explorer
Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
Azure Kubernetes Service
Azure Operator Distributed Services
Application Programming Interfaces
Average Revenue Per User
Basic Service Set
Capital Expenditure
Customer Edge
Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment
Container Network Function
Development and Operations
End-to-End
Hyperconverged Infrastructure
Industrial Internet of Things
IP Multimedia Subsystem
Internet of Things
Information Technology
Key Performance Indicator
Network Cloud
Network Function
Network Fabric Automation
Network Functions Virtualization infrastructure
Network Packet Broker
Operational Expenditure
Operating System
Operations Support Systems
Platform-as-a-Service
Radio Access Network
Radio-Frequency Interference
Software-Defined Network
System Integrator
Service-Level Agreement
Structured Query Language
Top of Rack
Terminal Server
User Plane Function
Virtual Network Function
Virtual RAN
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